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NOTE-TAKING TIPS 

Below are some tips to help you take better notes in class: 

1. Do your homework before you go to class. Try to guess what the teacher will talk about. 

2. Attend class lectures regularly. If you miss one class, it will be easier to miss more. And of course, if you don't go to 

class, you cannot take notes! 

3. Use a standard-size & hole notebook for your note taking. Spiral notebooks do not allow you to sort and organize your 

notes for review. 

4. Keep your notes for each class separate from other classes. If it's possible, keep the notes from each class in a 

separate notebook binder. 

5. Only write on one side of your paper. It’s easier for you to organize your notes later. It’s also too easy to forget about 

notes written on the back of the paper. 

6. Carry extra pens and pencils to class. You cannot take notes without a pen or pencil! 

7. Don't write down every single thing the teacher says. Think about what is being said and write down what is most 

important. Keep your mind working, and don't be a note-taking robot! 

8. If you miss some information, leave some blank space where that information is supposed to go. Fill in the gaps a�er 

the lecture. If you're not sure of something, ask your teacher or classmates. 

9. You should always leave plenty of space in your notes to add things later. 

10. Take a tape recorder with you to record the lecture. Ask the teacher first, though. 

11. Use note taking symbols to help you write faster. 

12. Listen for signal words from the teacher. 

13. Write the examples when helpful. Write down anything the teacher writes on the board. 

14. Pay special attention at the end of the lecture, because a lot of information might be given in the last 5-10 minutes. 

15. Spend 10 minutes a�er class reviewing your notes. At this time you can change, organize, add, delete, summarize or 

clarify misunderstandings. 

16. Make flash cards for unfamiliar vocabulary, ideas or concepts. 

17. Re-copying your notes before a test might help you remember important details. 

18. Share notes with your classmates. Find one or two other people who will exchange copies of notes with you. Three 

heads ARE better than one. 

19. Consider typing your notes on a computer. When it comes time to study for tests, the Search function can help you 

locate material quickly. 
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20.  Always take notes from your reading. If you highlight something, write it in your notes. Simply highlighting something 

doesn't help you remember the information.  



NOTE-TAKING 

LISTEN FOR SIGNAL WORDS 

Your teacher is not going to hold up a flag when he or she states an important new idea or gives an example, but he or she 
will use signal words to gives you the message that what’s being said is important. Every good speaker does this, and you 

should expect to hear these signals. For example, he or she may introduce an example with "for example" as done here! 

MAIN IDEA SIGNAL WORDS: 

SIGNAL: 

There are three reasons why................................................................... 

SIGNIFICANCE: 

Gives the number of main ideas. 

First........................................................................................................... Gives the first main idea. 

Second………………………………………………………………………. Gives the second main idea. 

Third......................................................................................................... Gives the third main idea. 

And most importantly……………………………………………………… Signals a main idea. 

A major development............................................................................... Signals a main idea. 

 

SUPPORT IDEA SIGNAL WORDS 

SIGNAL: SIGNIFICANCE: 
On the other hand……………………………………………………… Shows a contrasting idea. 

On the contrary……………………………………………………….… Shows a contrasting idea. 

In contrast………………………………………………………………. Shows a contrasting idea. 

For example…………………………………………………………….. Gives an example. 

As an example………………………………………………………….. Gives an example. 

For instance…………………………………………………………….. Gives an example. 

Similarly………………………………………………………………… Continues an idea. 

Also……………………………………………………………………… Continues an idea. 

Further…………………………………………………………………... Continues an idea. 

Furthermore…………………………………………………………….. Continues an idea. 

Likewise…………………………………………………………………. Continues an idea. 

In addition to…………………………………………………………… Continues an idea. 

In order to………………………………………………………………. Gives a reason. 

Because…………………………………………………………………. Gives a reason. 

So………………………………………………………………………… Gives a reason. 

 

CONCLUSION or SUMMARY SIGNAL WORDS: 

Therefore……………  

In conclusion……… 

As a result………….. 

Finally……………… 

ln summary………… 

From this we see…… 
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OTHER IMPORTANT SIGNAL WORDS: 

Now, this is important.... 

Remember that.... 

The important idea is that…. 

The basic concept here is… 

The crucial point is... 

This is critical... 

This is vital... 

This is significant... 

This is essential... 

 

Signals are usually ignored by those of us who do not know how to listen. 

Expect to hear these signals and start writing when you hear them e�ectively. 
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NOTE-TAKING & STUDY SKILL SYMBOLS & ABBREVIATIONS 

"Learn 2 wrt fast b4 u go bananas!" 

When you are listening to your teacher and trying to take notes at the same time, it can be a little bit di�icult to write 
quickly enough. Using symbols in your notes will help you write more quickly. Here are some symbols you can use: 

SYMBOL MEANING EXAMPLE 
 leads to, produces, causes, makes Practice                improvement. 

 comes from, is the result of Success                determination. 

 increased, increasing, goes up, rises Taxes      200%last year. 
 decreased, decreasing, lowering Salaries       this year 

& and Co�ee & cream 

@ at I’ll be home @ 4:00 pm 

/ per 17 mile/gallon 

p page Read p 89. 

pp pages Study pp37-40 

¶ paragraph Rewrite ¶ no. 4 

§ section Read § 7 again 

? question Answer ?5. 
 

Math Symbols 
SYMBOL MEANING EXAMPLE 

+ plus, in addition, and, also He rides a bike + he skates 
- minus, subtract He was – a brain 
= equal to, is Women are = to men 
≠ no equal, is not Diet ice cream is ≠ to real 
˜ about, approximately He’s ˜ 17 yrs. old 
� foot, feet She’s 6 � tall. 
x times, multiply 5X the diameter of the earth 
> greater than 6 > 2 
< less than My salary is < yours 
$ money, cost, price He le� his $ @ home 
% percent 12% of the employees came 
˜ approximately, more or less She mad ˜ 25 copies 
# 

 
 
 

number 
 

 
 

Please answer #7 
    
    
    

ht height ht 5’3” 
wt weight wt 150 

2 
to 
two 
too 

Time 2 go! 
2 people 
Me 2 
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Initials and Abbreviations 
SYMBOL MEANING EXAMPLE 

w/ with (something) A war was fought w/ NATO aid 

w/o without The fought w/o fear 

w/i within There are problems w/I the company 

i.e. that is A Siamese, i.e. a cat, is a fun pet 

e.g. for example Professionals, e.g. doctors and lawyers, met here 

etc. et cetera, so forth Cats, dogs, etc., make good pets 

b/c because We pay taxes b/c it’s the law 

b/4 before Chicken b/4 egg? 

re: regarding, about I need 2 see you re: the sales figures 

esp. especially Tobacco, esp. cigarettes, causes cancer 

min. minimum The min. is $400 

max. maximum The max. number of people is in an elevator is 10 

gov’t. government The gov’t helped the people 

asap as soon as possible Finish your exam ASAP 

wrt write wrt #3 (write # 3) 

rt right rt side 

yr/yrs year/years She’s 5 yrs. Old 

c. circa, about, around, from the year This picture is c. 1900 

vs versus, as opposed to Purple vs green 

ch chapter Read ch 8 
q 
a 

question 
answer 

Q. What is that? 
A: I don’t know! 

ex example Look at ex 4 
wd 

wds 
word 
words 

1 vocabulary word 
25 vocabulary words 

ref reference Ref required 

di� di�erence What is the di�? 

 
A few more note taking tips for you: 

1. If you are in a hurry, leave out a, an, or the and dot your i and cross your t later. 
2. Always use 1, 2, 3, … instead of one, two, three. 
3. Abbreviate any word by leaving out vowels. 
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